In this paper, a new approach to AUV autonomous obstacle avoidance is presented, which can be used to simulate the underwater obstacle environment, and simulates the process of AUV underwater autonomous obstacle avoidance behavior. The research is based on relevance technology and technological process of Creator modeling. The technology abroad requirement and huge application foreground in military and for civil use, because it can improve efficiency and reduce costs. The obstacle model is guided into Vega, after that, we can use the sonar simulate module to simulate imaging simulation of forwardlooking sonar system by set reasonable parameters, it can emulation really forward-looking sonar image and the obstacle information. Finally, simulation experiments show that this method is easy to computer implementation, and conform to the real obstacle avoidance based on sonar image process and display. It can be fully validated underwater autonomous obstacle avoidance algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is an intelligent robot. When the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) carried out all kinds of missions in the complicated underwater environment, it maybe encounter the obstacle which is uncharted such as: reefs, oil drilling platform, uncharted island and so on during the voyage. In practice, the real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm seems to be the AUV ' s eye. In the research of real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm for AUV, the visual of imaging simulation of the underwater environment and forward-looking sonar of the AUV is the most important technologies. Therefore, the purpose of visual simulation for AUV underwater obstacle avoidance sonar image is to give the obstacle avoidance algorithm to provide a more realistic underwater environment, rather than for the sonar hardware development or debugging to provide a computer aided design. So the simulation method of this paper only consider sound waves in seawater with distance attenuation problem and reflection intensity relative to the sonar imaging characteristics and different obstacles in different position angle, and the simulation module.
The article research is based on relevance technology and technological process of Creator modeling. The technology abroad requirement and huge application foreground in military and for civil use, because it can improve efficiency and reduce costs.
OBSTACLE MODEL
The Creator software of A Multigen Paradigm is a powerful, interactive, professional virtual reality modeling software [1] . Its 3-D modeling is similar to the traditional 3-D CAD design, and it provides powerful vector modeling and polygon modeling, large area terrain generation function such as precision, contains a series of API library function, to be able to efficiently generate real-time 3-D model database [2] . Its advantage is better to reflect the submarine topographical features and the complex submarine topography; the data is less redundant, and the simplified data can be less distortion, which ensures the real time and interactivity of the visual simulation.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. According to the AUV requirements of real-time obstacle environment simulation, this paper proposes a modeling method based on Creator, which has established a variety of typical scene with complex underwater obstacle (as shown above in the Figure. 1, the yellow part represents obstacle, the red line represents the plan track for AUV).
The obstacle model is guided into the virtual reality simulation platform (Vega). The texture image is mapped to the geometric model by the texture palette [3] , and the 3-D model of the target is obtained as shown below in the Figure. 
SONAR PHYSICAL MODEL 3.1 Principle of Sonar Imaging
When the position of the sonar is different, the character of image and the imaging image are different. Forward-looking sonar requires a different orientation to the imaged object than required by an optical camera. If you pointed the forward-looking sonar perpendicular to the underwater obstacle, you would just get a bright line on the display drawn at a range marker on the display that corresponds to the distance the sonar is from the obstacle. All of the transmitted pulses hit the obstacle and bounce back at the same time. The sonar calculates the range using the time it takes each pulse to hit the obstacle and return echoes to the sonar that vary with intensity over time. Figure 3 shows a forward-looking sonar ensonifying two targets on the bottom, and the corresponding sonar display. The targets appear to be seen from above. Each has an acoustic shadow (shown as a black rectangle) where the sound blocked by the target does not strike the bottom.
If the top of the target is rough and returns more sound than the sea bottom, the target will appear brighter than the image of the sea bottom. The difference is reflected by three aspects: the angle of incident wave, the intensity of echo and the attenuation of sound wave distance [4] . And the actual underwater sonar image is shown in figure 4 . 
Sonar Physical Model
And then through the research of forward looking sonar imaging mechanism and the imaging principle of obstacles in sonar image, the simulation system considers the sound wave in the water with the distance damping and absorption problems, acoustic echo intensity by different incident angles of sound wave and random noise in water problems. The horizontal angle of the forward looking sonar is 130 degrees and the vertical angle is 10 degrees. The field of sonar view is shown in figure 5 . Therefore, 130 rays generated by Vega software to simulate the 130 degrees horizontal angle of the forward-looking sonar, and through the 130 rays of the simulation down the cycle of 10 degrees scanning to simulate 10 degrees vertical angle of the forward-looking sonar.
(as shown below in the Figure. 6 ， the yellow part represents acoustic ray arrive obstacle, the red line represents acoustic ray cannot arrive obstacle). First, established the 3-D coordinate system, and setting the largest sonar range is R; acoustic ray is L and its angle with the surface of obstacle is θ; the distance of acoustic ray L with obstacles is R; the discrete point of obstacle model K corresponding acoustic ray L is the sonar system of coordinates (x, y, z); the acoustic intensity of incident wave is I ; reflected intensity of acoustic wave is I ; reflected intensity of receiving acoustic wave is I ; sound transmission loss is TL, including acoustic ray number n for the sonar model, 1≤n≤130; m for sonar model of vertical acoustic ray number, 1 ≤ m ≤ 10; 0 ≤θ≤ 90°, 0 ≤r≤ R. Propagation loss is related to the propagation distance, so the propagation loss of the acoustic ray L arrives to the target :
The sound intensity of reflected wave is related to the angle between the sound ray L and the contact surface of the obstacle:
Therefore, the intensity of the L reflected wave received by sonar [5] :
Finally, according to the actual forward-looking sonar resolution, the two-dimensional interpolation for the intensity and distance has been used. Eventually, the paper established forward-looking sonar imaging simulation mathematical model.
SIMULATION
Simulation steps [6, 7] :
1) The simulation of underwater obstacles; 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The core part of this article is the simulation of the detection image of the forward-looking sonar. In the practical work，the image of sonar detection related to many factors, such as due to the presence of sound velocity profile in seawater, causing sonar sound ray path is not straight; Because diffuse reflection from the obstacle surface is not smooth and sound absorption with obstacle itself etc. In this paper, the sonar model does not consider these factors, which is a problem to be solved in the future research.
Finally, the real-time interactive simulation application which based on Creator /Vega program is realized, and the simulation test and simulation results are analyzed. The simulation results verify the feasibility and reliability of the simulation system, and realize the application purpose of real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm for AUV. 
